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Source-Adaptive Multilayered Multicast Algorithms
for Real-Time Video Distribution
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Abstract—Layered transmission of data is often recommended
as a solution to the problem of varying bandwidth constraints in
multicast video applications. Multilayered encoding, however, is
not sufficient to provide high video quality and high network uti-
lization, since bandwidth constraints frequently change over time.
Adaptive techniques capable of adjusting the rates of video layers
are required to maximize video quality and network utilization.
We define a class of algorithms known as source-adaptive multi-
layered multicast (SAMM) algorithms. In SAMM algorithms, the
source uses congestion feedback to adjust the number of generated
layers and the bit rate of each layer. We contrast two specific
SAMM algorithms: an end-to-end algorithm, in which only end
systems monitor available bandwidth and report the amount of
available bandwidth to the source, and a network-based algorithm,
in which intermediate nodes also monitor and report available
bandwidth. Using simulations that incorporate multilayered video
codecs, we demonstrate that SAMM algorithms can exhibit better
scalability and responsiveness to congestion than algorithms that
are not source-adaptive. We also study the performance trade-offs
between end-to-end and network-based SAMM algorithms.

Index Terms—Congestion control, feedback control, multilay-
ered video.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HE USE of layered encoding is frequently recommended
as a solution to the problem of bandwidth heterogeneity

in multicast video distribution. A multilayered video encoder
compresses a raw video sequence into one or more streams,
or layers, of differing priority. The layer with the highest
priority, called the base layer, contains data representing
the most important features of the video sequence, while
additional layers, calledenhancement layers, contain data that
further refines the quality of the base layer stream. Prior to
sending the video into the network, the source generates from
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each layer a packet stream, or flow, and assigns it a unique
discarding priority. Packets from the base layer are assigned
the highest priority, whereas packets from enhancement layers
are assigned progressively lower priorities. When a network
link experiences congestion, packets from the lowest priority
enhancement layers are discarded, thereby preventing the loss
of base layer and higher priority enhancement layer data. Given
a network with support for priority-based packet discarding,
the encoder may generate an enhancement layer of video for
each unique multicast bandwidth constraint, thereby ensuring
that all receivers obtain a quality of video commensurate with
their available bandwidth.

Multilayered encoding alone, however, is not sufficient to
achieve high bandwidth utilization and high video quality, be-
cause network bandwidth constraints often change over time. To
improve the bandwidth utilization of the network and optimize
the quality of video obtained by each of the receivers, the source
must dynamically adjust the number of video layers it generates
as well as the rate at which each layer is transmitted. In order
to do this, the source must obtain congestion feedback from the
network.

We define a source-adaptive multilayered multicast (SAMM)
algorithm as any multicast traffic control algorithm that uses
congestion feedback from the network to adapt the transmis-
sion rates of multiple layers of data. In this paper, we introduce
two novel and promising SAMM algorithms: one in which con-
gestion in the network is monitored at and indicated by the net-
work’s intermediate nodes, and another in which the respon-
sibility for congestion control resides exclusively at the source
and receivers. We refer to the former as anetwork-basedSAMM
algorithm and the latter as anend-to-endSAMM algorithm.
Both SAMM algorithms are closed-loop; that is, video traffic
flows from the source to the receivers, and a stream of conges-
tion feedback flows from the receivers back to the source.

This paper also introduces a network architecture defining
the source, receiver and network functions necessary to sup-
port SAMM algorithms. The architecture includesfeedback
mergers, which consolidate the contents of feedback packets as
they return to the source. Feedback mergers are used to prevent
feedback implosion, a scalability problem that occurs as an
increasing number of receivers return congestion feedback to a
single source. The architecture also requires that routers imple-
ment some form of priority packet discarding, to ensure that,
in case of congestion, packets from less important video layers
are discarded before packets from more important layers. In
order to prevent SAMM video flows from negatively impacting
the performance of other adaptive flows in the network, routers
must also isolate flows based on service class. Examples of
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flow isolation mechanisms include class-based queueing [1]
and weighted fair queueing [2], [3].

This paper is a significant extension of our previous work on
SAMM algorithms [4]–[7]. In this paper, we introduce the net-
work architecture necessary to implement SAMM algorithms,
describe in detail two new SAMM algorithms, and present the
results of detailed simulations of these algorithms using actual
video content. The paper is organized as follows. We review re-
lated work on the multicast of adaptively encoded video and
discuss trade-offs between the existing approaches in Section II.
In Section III, we present the SAMM architecture and describe
the details of the network-based and end-to-end SAMM algo-
rithms introduced in this paper. In Section IV, we describe a
video encoder rate control algorithm capable of generating mul-
tiple layers of video at dynamically varying rates. In Section V,
the scalability, responsiveness, fairness, and end-to-end delay of
both SAMM algorithms are evaluated and compared to that of
a non-SAMM algorithm. Finally, we provide some concluding
remarks in Section VI.

II. SENDER-DRIVEN VERSUSRECEIVER-DRIVEN ADAPTATION

Adaptation to network congestion may be sender-driven or
receiver-driven. In a sender-driven algorithm, the source adapts
its transmission rate in response to congestion feedback from
the network or the receivers. In a receiver-driven algorithm, the
source transmits several sessions of data, and the receivers adapt
to congestion by changing the selection of sessions to which
they listen.

A. Background

Sender-driven congestion control for adaptively encoded
video was first examined in the context of point-to-point
communications. A number of works in this area have proposed
algorithms in which information about the current congestion
state of the network is passed via network feedback packets
to the video source, and the source adjusts its encoding rate in
response [8]–[12]. These works illustrate the effectiveness of
transmitting video using sender-driven adaptation to congestion
but do so only for the unicast case.

One of the first examinations of sender-driven congestion
control for multicast video was performed by Bolot, Turletti and
Wakeman [13]. In their algorithm, the source adaptively modi-
fies the video encoding rate in response to feedback from the re-
ceivers. This is done to reduce network congestion when neces-
sary and increase video quality when possible. To prevent feed-
back implosion, each receiver probabilistically responds with
congestion feedback at a frequency which is a function of the
total number of receivers. While this algorithm considers the
problem of multicast, it uses only a single layer of video, and
thus a few severely bandwidth-constrained paths can negatively
impact the rate of video transmitted across paths that have more
plentiful bandwidth.

The destination set grouping (DSG) algorithm by Cheung,
Ammar, and Li [14] was one of the first to deal with the problem
of heterogeneous bandwidth constraints in multicast video
distribution, and it shares features of both receiver-driven and

sender-driven approaches. The algorithm attempts to satisfy
heterogenous bandwidth constraints by offering a small number
of independently encoded video streams, each encoded from
the same raw video material but at different rates. The streams
are targeted to different groups of receivers, and their rates
are adjusted according to probabilistic congestion feedback
from each group. However, one important drawback of this
algorithm is that the transmission of independently encoded
video streams results in an inefficient use of bandwidth.

McCanne, Jacobson, and Vetterli proposed the first truly re-
ceiver-driven adaptation algorithm for the multicast of layered
video [15]. In the algorithm, known as receiver-driven layered
multicast (RLM), the video source generates a fixed number of
layers, each at a fixed rate, and the receivers “subscribe” to as
many layers as they have the bandwidth to receive. Congestion
is monitored at the receivers by observing packet losses. This
approach has the advantage that it uses video layering to ad-
dress heterogeneous bandwidth constraints. However, it limits
the receivers to choosing among the layers the source is willing
to provide, and in many cases the provided selection may not be
adequate to optimize network utilization and video quality. Fur-
thermore, RLM is relatively slow to adapt to changes in the net-
work’s available bandwidth. If the background traffic is particu-
larly bursty, the receivers may not be able to adapt appropriately,
resulting in degraded utilization and video quality. Extensions
and variants of RLM (namely, layered video multicast with re-
transmission (LVMR) [16], and TCP-like congestion control for
layered data [17]) have recently been proposed to ameliorate
some of these weaknesses.

Another potential solution to the multicast of video to
receivers with heterogeneous bandwidth constraints—although
it is not sender-driven or receiver-driven—is transcoding
[18]–[20]. In this approach, a single layer of video is encoded
at a high rate by the source, and intermediate network nodes
transcode (i.e., decode and re-encode) the video down to a
lower rate whenever their links become bottlenecked. While
this approach solves the available bandwidth variation problem,
it requires complex and computationally expensive video
transcoders to be present throughout the network.

B. Trade-Offs

There are several trade-offs between receiver-driven and
sender-driven approaches, particularly for the case of layered
video multicast. The first trade-off is the granularity of adap-
tation. In a receiver-driven algorithm, the source typically
generates a fixed number of layers at a coarse set of fixed rates.
Hence, if the path to one of the receivers has an amount of avail-
able bandwidth that does not exactly match the transmission
rate of a combined set of offered video layers, the network will
be underutilized and the quality of that receiver’s video will be
suboptimal. Sender-driven algorithms do not suffer from this
problem, because they are able to fine-tune layer transmission
rates in response to network bandwidth availability. They can
therefore achieve better network utilization and video quality.

Another trade-off arises in the ability of sender-driven and re-
ceiver-driven algorithms to respond to rapidly fluctuating back-
ground traffic. Video sources using sender-driven algorithms
receive a continuous stream of congestion feedback from the
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network, and thus they may adapt to changing bandwidth con-
straints either by adding a new layer of video or by adjusting the
rate of an existing layer. Furthermore, this can be done rapidly,
usually within a single round-trip time. Most receiver-driven al-
gorithms, on the other hand, adapt to changing network con-
gestion through a combination of “layer join experiments” and
branch pruning, both of which occur at time intervals greater
than the round-trip time.

The layer subscription and unsubscription strategies of re-
ceiver-driven algorithms also have negative consequences for
overall video throughput and loss—consequences that sender-
driven algorithms do not share. In most receiver-driven algo-
rithms, receivers perform occasional join experiments, during
which they request a new layer of data. If the join experiment
creates congestion, packets may be lost and the experiment is
considered by the receiver to be a failure. Since receiver-driven
algorithms like RLM do not rely on priority discarding, packets
from any video layer—even the base layer—may be lost during
failed join experiments, causing brief but severe degradation in
video quality for some receivers. Receiver-driven algorithms
also rely on the receiver’s ability to prune itself from the dis-
tribution tree of a given layer should there be insufficient band-
width to support that layer. However, there is a significant “leave
latency” associated with the pruning of a branch from a multi-
cast tree. During this time, traffic congestion on the branch may
be exacerbated, resulting in greater packet loss and delay for
downstream receivers of other flows. In a network environment
where bandwidth availability is continuously and sometimes se-
verely fluctuating, the effects of join experiments and long leave
latencies can result in periods of significant packet loss and, for
the case of video, significantly degraded video quality.

Receiver-driven algorithms have the advantage that they are
naturally more friendly to competing network traffic than are
sender-driven algorithms. Sender-driven algorithms typically
send all video data on a single transport layer connection and
use priority indications to specify the drop precedence of each
layer. This inevitably results in some low priority traffic being
sent needlessly down some branches of the multicast tree,
only to be discarded further downstream. If this extraneous
traffic shares first-in-first-out (FIFO) queues with competing
traffic that is adaptive (e.g., TCP flows), then the adaptive
flows may experience an unfair degree of discarding or delay
within the network. Receiver-driven algorithms do not share
this deficiency with sender-driven algorithms, because they
send each layer of video in a different flow and allow for the
pruning of flows that have no downstream receivers. One way
to correct this deficiency of the sender-driven algorithms is
to isolate video traffic from other traffic. This can be done
by implementing class-based queueing [1] or weighted fair
queueing [2], [3] within the routers or switches. There is,
however, a nonnegligible degree of complexity involved in the
implementation of class-based and fair queueing at interme-
diate network nodes.

III. A RCHITECTURE ANDALGORITHIMS

In the SAMM paradigm, the sender adjusts its encoding pa-
rameters, including the number of video layers it generates and

Fig. 1. Network architecture for SAMM.

the encoding rate of each layer, in response to a continuous flow
of congestion feedback from the network and/or the receivers. In
this section, we consider a network architecture capable of sup-
porting this paradigm and two specific SAMM algorithms: one
in which the primary congestion control functions reside within
the network, and one in which congestion control is performed
on an end-to-end basis with minimal network participation.

A. SAMM Architecture

The network architecture necessary to implement a SAMM
algorithm for video consists of four basic components: adap-
tive layered video sources, layered video receivers, multicast-
capable routers, and nodes with feedback merging capability. A
sample configuration of this architecture is shown in Fig. 1.

1) Adaptive Layered Video Sources:In a SAMM algorithm,
it is assumed that the video source is capable of generating lay-
ered video data. There are a number of ways for a source to
generate layered video data. For instance, it may simply mark a
subset of the video frames as base layer data and the remaining
frames as enhancement layer data. Or, the source may coarsely
quantize the video stream’s frequency coefficients to produce
the base layer and add refinement coefficients to produce en-
hancement layers. For the purposes of this paper, we will assume
sources that adopt the latter approach, since a finer granularity
of layer transmission rates can be achieved this way. However, it
is important to note that the SAMM architecture does not man-
date that any one type of layering to be performed by the video
source.

The video source must also participate in the SAMM algo-
rithm being used. This means it must observe congestion feed-
back arriving from the network and adaptively modify 1) the
number of video layers being generated, and 2) the encoding
and transmission rates of each video layer.

2) Layered Video Receivers:Layered video receivers col-
lect layered video data arriving from the source and reconstruct
a decoded video image. All video receivers must use a layered
video decoder that is compatible with the layered video en-
coder used by the source. Video receivers also cooperate with
the SAMM algorithm by returning congestion feedback toward
the source as specified by the algorithm.

3) Multicast-Capable Routers:Routers or switches within
the network must, at a minimum, be capable of performing the
following functions:

a) Multicast forwarding and routing. Whenever a packet
reaches a branch point in its multicast distribution tree,
the router produces one copy of the packet for each
branch. The router also builds its multicast routing
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tables according to a multicast routing protocol such as
DVMRP [21], MOSPF [22], CBT [23], or PIM [24],
although no specific multicast routing algorithm is
mandated by SAMM algorithms.

b) Priority drop preference.To support layered video trans-
mission, the router must be able to distinguish packets
with different priorities. During periods of congestion,
routers drop low priority packets in preference over high
priority packets.

c) Flow isolation.To prevent low priority packets from neg-
atively impacting the performance of rate-adaptive flows
that share the router’s output links, the router isolates
SAMM flows from other flows. Examples of mechanisms
capable of doing this include class-based queueing [1]
and weighted fair queueing [2], [3], although SAMM is
not married to any one particular flow isolation mecha-
nism.

d) Congestion control.For network-based SAMM algo-
rithms, the router must perform the congestion control
functions required by the algorithm. Examples of conges-
tion control algorithms that are network-based and may
potentially be used as part of a network-based SAMM
algorithm include random early detection (RED) [25],
the explicit proportional rate control algorithm (EPRCA)
[26], and the network-based SAMM algorithm presented
in this paper.

4) Feedback Mergers:Feedback mergers should be de-
ployed to prevent feedback implosion, an undesirable situation
in which a large number of receivers consumes significant
return-path bandwidth by sending feedback packets to a single
source. In order to alleviate this problem, feedback mergers
consolidate information from arriving feedback packets and
route the resulting feedback packets upstream toward the next
feedback merger on the path to the source. The idea of desig-
nating nodes in the network to alleviate feedback implosion
has appeared in a number of other contexts, most notably in the
context of reliable multicast [27]–[29].

Feedback mergers ultimately form a virtual network over-
laid on top of the underlying datagram network as shown in
Fig. 1. The feedback merging function may be implemented at
the source, at routers which have been enhanced to perform the
merging function, at dedicated nodes inside the network, and/or
at one or more participating receivers. Furthermore, feedback
mergers do not have to be present at every branch point in the
multicast tree in order to operate properly. Obviously, a larger
number of feedback mergers in the network guarantees a greater
reduction in the amount of feedback returning from receivers to
video sources. However, in realistic scenarios, feedback mergers
are likely to be incrementally deployed as the load created by
feedback packets becomes a greater issue.

The primary task of the feedback mergers is to consolidate
the feedback packets returning from receivers. For each video
multicast flow, feedback mergers store the most recent feedback
packet arriving from the nearest downstream feedback merger
or receiver. A flow’s stored feedback packets are merged and
routed to the next upstream feedback merger whenever 1) a feed-
back packet from the downstream feedback merger or receiver
that triggered the last merge arrives, or 2) two feedback packets

from the same downstream merger or receiver arrive after the
previous merge. To prevent the merging of feedback from down-
stream receivers that have left the multicast distribution, stored
feedback packets that have not been updated are removed from
the merger after a sufficient time-out interval.

In addition to its simplicity, this merging policy has several
attractive properties. First, it does not require feedback mergers
to know in advance how many feedback packets are going to
arrive from downstream. This is important, because many mul-
ticast models (e.g., IP multicast) do not have built-in provisions
for determining the membership of a multicast group. Second,
the policy allows merged feedback packets to be returned at the
arrival rate of the fastest incoming stream of feedback packets.
This is also important, since with heterogeneous bandwidth con-
straints, some receivers may generate feedback at faster rates
than others. This is especially true for congestion control algo-
rithms (like the ones presented in this paper) that return feed-
back at a rate proportional to the data arrival rate.

Note that we have not explained how the content of feedback
packets is merged, since this is dependent on the congestion
control algorithm being used. We leave this discussion for Sec-
tion III-B.

B. Network-Based SAMM Algorithm

In this section we consider a network-based SAMM algo-
rithm, in which routers participate in congestion control by mon-
itoring their available bandwidth and marking passing feedback
packets to indicate the explicit rates at which sources should
transmit video. By exchanging congestion feedback with the
network and the receivers, the video source learns the number of
video layers to generate as well as the transmission rate for each
layer. The algorithm is derived in large part from algorithms pro-
posed by the ATM Forum for the rate control of available bit rate
(ABR) data sources [26].

In the network-based SAMM algorithm, the source period-
ically generates a control packet called a “forward feedback
packet,” which it multicasts to receivers. Upon receiving the
forward feedback packet, a receiver copies the packet’s con-
tents into a “backward feedback packet” and returns it to the
source, thereby closing the feedback loop. To maintain a steady
flow of feedback between the source and the receiver, the source
generates one new forward feedback packet for everyvideo
packets sent, where is a relatively small number such as 32.

As forward feedback packets travel from the source to the
receivers, routers mark them in order to explicitly indicate the
amountofbandwidthavailableinthenetworkforthetransmission
ofa SAMM video flow. The routersmust therefore1) monitor the
amount of bandwidth available for video, 2) track the number of
videomulticastflowsattemptingtosharetheavailablebandwidth,
and 3) calculate the fair share of the available bandwidth for each
videomulticast flowcompeting for theoutgoing link.Anexisting
algorithm, known as the explicit rate indication for congestion
avoidance(ERICAorERICA)algorithm[30],hasbeendevised
to support these functions for ABR data service, and we adopt a
slightly modified version as part of the network-based SAMM
algorithm. Most of ERICA’s functions take place in the output
ports of routers and switches, where the available bandwidth is
monitored and feedback packets are marked. The functions the
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modified ERICA algorithm performs in each router are briefly
summarizedasfollows:

1) Set the target utilization of the link bandwidth to some
fraction of the total link capacity. A target utilization less
than 100% helps the router prevent buffer overflows due
to transient congestion effects. It also shortens queueing
delaysbykeepingbufferoccupancylow.

2) Monitor thenumberofactiveSAMMflows.
3) Monitor the amount of non-SAMM traffic arriving at the

output port, and calculate the amount of bandwidth re-
maining forusebySAMMtraffic.Thisamount isknownas
the“SAMMcapacity.”

4) Monitor the amount of SAMM traffic arriving at the port’s
outputqueue,andcalculate the “overload.”Theoverload is
equal to the SAMM data arrival rate divided by the SAMM
capacity. It measures the degree to which SAMM traffic is
congesting(orunderutilizing) the link.

5) Using theoverloadvalue,calculate the“flowshare,”which
is equal to the flow’s current transmission rate divided by
the overload. The flow share represents an allocation of
bandwidth that restores the link to the target utilization. It
optimizesutilizationofthelinkduringperiodsofunderload
andprevents lossduringperiodsofoverload.

6) Calculatetheflow’s“fairshare”oftheavailablebandwidth.
Thefairshare isequal to theSAMMcapacitydividedbythe
numberofactiveSAMMflows.

7) Set the explicit rate ( ) value for the flow to the larger of
the “flow share” and the “fair share.” Place the explicit rate
value into the forward feedback packet, but do not allow it
toexceedtheSAMMcapacityof the linkor theexplicit rate
valuecalculatedbytheprevioushop.

All of this congestion control algorithm’s monitoring oper-
ations take place over the duration of a short, fixed averaging
interval. To prevent instability, new values for the overload, fair
share, flow share and explicit rate are computed only once per
averaging interval.

Table I lists the fields contained within each of the network-
based algorithm’s feedback packets. When a forward feedback
packet is generated, the source stores the maximum number of
video layers it can support (). The value of depends on the
number of layers the video encoder is able to generate. For ex-
ample, if the source uses a scalable encoder that can only gen-
erate four layers of video (one base layer plus three enhance-
ment layers), then it sets to 4. The value of must also be
less than or equal to the maximum number of priority levels the
network can support. The current combined rate () field con-
tains the combined rate of all video layers currently being gener-
ated by the source. This field is used by the switches to calculate
the flow share. The explicit rate field ( ) is set by routers and
indicates to each of the receivers how much bandwidth is avail-
able on the path from the source. At feedback packet generation
time, the source initializes the explicit rate to the desired peak
transmission rate for the flow.

As forward feedback packets pass through routers on the way
to their receivers, they are copied onto multiple output links, just
as video packets are. The routers monitor the amount of band-
width available for video on each outgoing link and divide that
bandwidth fairly between all competing multicast video flows

TABLE I
CONTENTS OF FEEDBACK PACKETS USED BY

THE NETWORK-BASED ALGORITHM

using the modified ERICA algorithm presented above. After a
router determines the amount of bandwidth to allocate to the
flow, it enters the value into the feedback packet’s explicit rate
( ) field. This process is repeated at each of the subsequent
routers.

Upon receiving a forward feedback packet, the receiver exam-
ines the explicit rate field to determine how much bandwidth is
available for video on the path from the source. Since the avail-
able bandwidth varies from branch to branch of the multicast
flow, each receiver is likely to see a different explicit rate value.
The receiver generates a backward feedback packet and sets its
contents to indicate the desired video rate. It does this by filling
the first slot of the backward feedback packet’s rate vector ()
with the explicit rate value contained in the forward feedback
packet. It also sets the corresponding slot of the counter vector
( ) to one in order to indicate that only one receiver has re-
quested rate so far. The backward feedback packet is returned
to the nearest upstream feedback merger.

When a feedback merger joins two or more backward feed-
back packets, it collects the components of the rate () and
counter ( ) vectors from each incoming feedback packet and
stores them into a local array, sorted by rate. Each entry in the
local rate array corresponds to a video rate requested by one
or more downstream receivers, while the entries in the counter
array indicate how many downstream receivers have requested
each rate. Ultimately, the rate values will be used by the source
to determine the rates at which to transmit each video layer.
After filling the local rate array, the number of entries in the
array is compared to the maximum number of video layers al-
lowed for the connection (). If the number of entries in the
local rate array does not exceed, then the merging is consid-
ered complete. However, if the number of entries exceeds,
then one (or more) of the rate entries must be discarded and its
counter value added to the next lower entry. To determine which
entry (or entries) to discard, the feedback merger attempts to
estimate the impact of dropping each listed rate on the overall
video quality. This is done through the use of a simple estimated
video quality metric.

The estimated video quality metric attempts to measure the
combined “goodput” of video traffic that will be received by all
downstream receivers. The goodput for a single receiver is de-
fined as the total throughput of all video layers receivedwithout
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loss. For instance, suppose a sender is transmitting three layers
of video at 1 Mb/s each. If a receiver entirely receives the most
important first two layers but only receives half of the third layer
due to congestion, then its total received throughput is 2.5 Mb/s,
but its goodputis equal to the combined rate of the first two
layers, namely 2 Mb/s. The goodput is a useful estimate of video
quality because it measures the total combined rate of traffic
from uncorrupted video layers arriving at a receiver.

As the feedback merger aggregates feedback packets, it at-
tempts to determine the goodput that downstream receivers will
observe. The combined goodputis estimated from the values
listed in the rate array and calculated as follows:

where is the number of entries in the local rate array, and
and are the rate and counter values for entry. To deter-

mine which entry to remove from the local rate array, the feed-
back merger calculates the combined goodput that will result
from each potential entry removal. The entry removal that re-
sults in the highest combined goodput is then removed from
the rate array. This process is repeated until the number of en-
tries in the local rate array is equal to the maximum number
of layers allowed. The rate and counter array entries are copied
into the slots of the merged packet’s rate and counter vectors,
and the merged packet is transmitted to the next upstream feed-
back merger. This process is repeated at each upstream feedback
merger until the final consolidated feedback packet arrives at the
source. The feedback packet that arrives at the source will con-
tain the number of video layers to generate as well as a list of
cumulative rates at which to generate each layer.

C. End-to-End SAMM Algorithm

The network-based algorithm, while accurately monitoring
the available bandwidth and fairly dividing it among competing
connections, has potential implementation difficulties. First, it
requires that routers monitor their available bandwidth, perform
congestion control, and mark feedback packets with explicit rate
congestion information. Second, it employs forward feedback
packets, which result in a reduction of the amount of bandwidth
available for video data. To overcome some of these difficulties,
we also consider and investigate an end-to-end SAMM algo-
rithm, where congestion control functions are performed solely
at the source, the receivers, and the feedback mergers. Network
routers and switches are not assumed to perform any complex
or novel congestion control functions apart from those necessi-
tated by the SAMM architecture.

The behavior of the end-to-end SAMM algorithm’s source
is the same as that of the network-based SAMM algorithm’s
source. The video source simply adjusts the number of video
layers it generates and the encoding rate of each layer in re-
sponse to a continuous flow of congestion feedback from the
receivers. By contrast, the behavior of the end-to-end SAMM
algorithm’s receiver is significantly enhanced to compensate for
the lack of congestion control functions within the network. The
receiver estimates the available bandwidth on the path from the

source by monitoring its received video rate and periodically re-
turns feedback packets toward the source.

When a branch of the multicast tree experiences (or is relieved
of) congestion, available bandwidth decreases (or increases) on
the branch, and the arrival rate of video packets at downstream
receivers changes accordingly. Due to this fact, an estimate of
the bandwidth available on the path from the source can be ob-
tained by monitoring how fast video packets arrive at the re-
ceiver. In the end-to-end SAMM algorithm, each receiver mon-
itors the arrival rate of video packets by using Clark and Fang’s
time sliding window (TSW) moving average algorithm [31].

Typically, the receiver assumes the available bandwidth is
equal to the received video rate. However, the actual available
bandwidth may be higher than the video arrival rate when
the network is under-utilized. In order to exploit the available
bandwidth, the receiver may occasionally report a rate that is
higher, by an increment, than the observed arrival rate of video
packets. The receiver reports a higher rate whenever there is a
change in the observed arrival rate and no packet losses have
been recorded in a given interval of time. This allows the source
to capture newly available bandwidth in an incremental, and
therefore, stable manner.

After receiving a number of video packets, the receiver
returns a feedback packet toward the source. The feedback
packets of the end-to-end SAMM algorithm contain the same
fields listed on Table I for the network-based SAMM algorithm
backward feedback packets, including the rate vector ()
and the counter vector (). The receiver reports its estimated
available bandwidth in the first slot of the rate vector and sets
the first slot of the counter vector to one. Feedback packets are
collected and merged by feedback mergers or by the source in
the exact same way as described for the network-based SAMM
algorithm.

The simplicity of the end-to-end SAMM algorithm is its most
important feature. By transferring the congestion control func-
tions to the end systems, the end-to-end SAMM algorithm be-
comes an attractive alternative to the more complex network-
based SAMM algorithm.

IV. V IDEO ENCODERRATE CONTROL

Encoder rate control is necessary to ensure that SAMM al-
gorithms can dynamically adjust the encoding rates of several
video layers. One possible encoder and rate control architec-
ture is illustrated in Fig. 2. The “encoder” block shown in the
figure may be any type of layered video encoder (e.g., embedded
zero-tree wavelet, MPEG-2, etc.), which accepts uncompressed
video information. Uncompressed raw video naturally consists
of a sequence of video frames, and we assume the encoder pro-
cesses frames one block at a time (as in MPEG), where a block
is defined as a rectangular component of the frame. The encoder
receives a list of target bit rates for each video layer and attempts
to produce layered video streams at rates that closely follow the
target bit rates. However, since the compression ratio is depen-
dent on video content, it is virtually impossible to produce com-
pressed video at rates that precisely match the target bit rates.
Therefore, the encoder returns a list of the rates that it actually
generated for each layer of video. This data can then be used to
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Fig. 2. Video encoder and rate controller.

calculate an error term for use in the compression of the next
block of video.

The rate control function in Fig. 2 determines the encoder’s
target bit rates for each layer. It has two purposes: first, to help
the encoder produce several layers of video at rates requested
by the network, and second, to prevent the video buffer from
overflowing and underflowing. To achieve these goals, the rate
controller determines the target bit ratesfor layer as follows:

where is the rate requested for layerin the most recently
received feedback packet,is layer ’s encoder rate error from
the previously encoded block, andis the number of bits from
layer currently stored in the buffer. is the target buffer delay,
which determines the target buffer occupancy at the source.is
the length of the video block interval. For example, if the raw
video is captured at a rate of 10 frames per second and each
frame is divided into 10 blocks, then is 0.01 seconds. The
constants and are weighting coefficients. This rate control
function adjusts the target bit rates according to the encoding
error of the previous block and the current occupancy of the
transmission buffer.

After being generated by the encoder, the layered bit streams
are packetized and placed into the source buffer in Fig. 2 for
transmission into the network. Using a simple weighted round
robin, the packetizer interleaves packets from each layer ac-
cording to the layer’s target bit rate in order to keep packets from
clumping into layers. The packets are then fed into the network
at the combined transmission rate of all the layers.

V. PERFORMANCE

This section presents the results of several simulations de-
signed to evaluate the performance of the network-based and
end-to-end SAMM algorithms under various network configu-
rations and conditions. These scenarios are designed to test the
algorithms’ responsiveness, scalability with respect to propaga-
tion delay, scalability with respect to the number of receivers,
sensitivity to network buffer dimensioning, and fairness.

Unless otherwise specified, all simulations assume link ca-
pacities of 100 Mb/s, propagation delays between end systems
and routers of 5 s, and propagation delays between routers of
5 ms. Without loss of generality, all packets are assumed to be
the size of ATM cells (53 bytes), and two class-based queues
are used at each router hop to isolate background traffic from
SAMM video traffic. One queue is shared by competing back-
ground traffic while the other is shared by competing SAMM

Fig. 3. Simulation model for evaluating responsiveness.

video traffic. To keep queueing delays minimal, only the number
of packet buffers necessary to tolerate 1 ms of queueing delay
are used. For most simulation models, this works out to ap-
proximately 200 packets per router hop for each video flow.
For the network-based SAMM algorithm, the source generates
feedback packets once for every 32 video packets, and for the
end-to-end SAMM algorithm, the receiver generates and returns
a feedback packet after receiving 32 video packets. We assume
a feedback merger has been integrated into every router.

A. Responsiveness

One of the most important requirements of a source rate
adaptation algorithm is that it be able to respond rapidly to
changes in network congestion. In this set of experiments, we
use the end-to-end and network-based SAMM algorithms to
illustrate the performance trade-offs between source-adaptive
and nonsource-adaptive algorithms. We also show the impact
of network propagation delay on the responsiveness of the two
SAMM algorithms.

We use the model in Fig. 3 to evaluate the responsiveness
of the SAMM algorithms. It consists of one video source and
two receivers. Background traffic is applied on linksand ,
and two responsiveness experiments are conducted. The first ex-
periment is designed to explore the temporal response of the
source to changes in available bandwidth on one of the links.
The second experiment explores the impact of the network prop-
agation delay on the performance of the SAMM algorithms.

In the first experiment, all link capacities are 10 Mb/s. We
apply constant bit rate (CBR) background traffic at a rate of
3 Mb/s to link and sharply oscillating square-wave back-
ground traffic to link in Fig. 3. The square-wave traffic os-
cillates between constant rates of 4 and 7 Mb/s over a period
of 500 ms and is used to test the responsiveness of the source
to sudden and substantial changes in available bandwidth. As
a basis for comparison, we also examine the performance of a
source which is nonadaptive and transmits three layers of video
at cumulative rates of 1, 4.5, and 8 Mb/s. This set of rates is
admittedly arbitrary, but so is any choice of rates for a layered
transmission mechanism that is not source-adaptive.

Fig. 4 shows the results of the simulation. As shown in
Fig. 4(a) and (b), the adaptive sources alter the rate of one of
their layers in response to the oscillating available bandwidth
on link . The remaining layer is transmitted at a cumulative
rate of 7 Mb/s, which corresponds to the available bandwidth
on link . Note that the source quickly responds to the
square-wave traffic oscillations, usually within 10 ms, which is
equal to the round-trip time. For the purposes of comparison,
Fig. 4(c) plots the cumulative transmission rates of each layer
for the nonadaptive case.
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(a) (d)

(b) (e)

(c) (f)

Fig. 4. Responsiveness: Source transmission rates and goodput. (a) Source rates: Network-based SAMM. (b) Source rates: End-to-end SAMM. (c) Sourcerates:
Non-adaptive. (d) Video goodput: Network-based SAMM. (e) Video goodput: End-to-end SAMM. (f) Video goodput: Non-adaptive.

The receiver goodput values for the source-adaptive and
nonadaptive algorithms are shown in Fig. 4(d)–(f). Recall
that video goodput is defined as the total throughput of all
layers received without loss. At each receiver, a new value

of the goodput is determined for each arriving video block.
Clearly the SAMM algorithms produce better video goodput
than the nonadaptive mechanism due to their ability to adjust
each layer’s transmission rate based on network congestion
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feedback. In both SAMM algorithms, there are brief periods
of time when the video goodput falls to zero. This occurs
whenever base layer packets are dropped by network routers
due to buffer overflow, which occurs whenever the available
bandwidth on link decreases suddenly to 3 Mb/s.1

Fig. 4 reveals an important trade-off between the two SAMM
algorithms. The receiver impacted by oscillating background
traffic on link suffers fewer losses to the base layer when
using the network-based algorithm, whereas both receivers ob-
serve slightly higher peak goodput values when they use the
end-to-end algorithm. There are two reasons for this trade-off.
On the one hand, the network-based algorithm is able to re-
spond more rapidly to changes in available bandwidth than the
end-to-end algorithm, because congestion control decisions are
made within routers, which have more complete and immediate
knowledge of available bandwidth than do receivers. On the
other hand, the end-to-end algorithm does not include the over-
head of generating and transmitting forward feedback packets
to gauge the amount of available bandwidth in the network, and
so it allows more of the link capacity to be used for the trans-
mission of video. Thus, while the network-based algorithm is
more responsive to changes in available bandwidth, its greater
responsiveness comes at the expense of lower peak goodput.

In the second experiment, we explore the impact of propaga-
tion delay on video goodput. We again apply CBR background
traffic on link and square-wave background traffic with a pe-
riod of 500 ms on link . The background traffic transmission
rates are the same as those for the first experiment, and propa-
gation delays between routers are varied from 0.1 to 50 ms.

The average video goodput delivered to each receiver is
plotted in Fig. 5. As propagation delay increases, the average
goodput delivered to receiver by the SAMM algorithms
drops almost linearly. This is due to the fact that the source
uses increasingly stale congestion feedback to adjust its layer
transmission rates as the propagation delay increases. Despite
this drawback, the SAMM algorithms produce better goodput
than the nonadaptive mechanism for both receivers and all
observed propagation delays in this scenario.

B. Scalability

Scalability is perhaps the most important performance mea-
sure of a multicast traffic control algorithm. Multicast connec-
tions can reach hundreds of receivers, each with varying band-
width constraints. It is therefore important to understand how
a multicast traffic control algorithm performs as the number of
receivers grows.

The network model shown in Fig. 6 and used to evaluate the
scalability of the SAMM algorithms consists of eight video
sources, four equally sized groups of receivers, and seven
routers. Within each receiver group, we vary the number of re-
ceivers between 2 and 32. We generate background traffic using
a superposition of 2000 on–off interrupted Poisson processes,
each with state-to-state transition rates of 100 per second. This
superposition is equivalent to the Markov modulated Poisson
process (MMPP) shown in Fig. 7, where and

1To prevent the goodput from falling to zero during these brief transitional
periods, a SAMM source may opt to transmit an additional layer at a low con-
stant bit rate.

Fig. 5. Responsiveness: Scalability with delay.

Fig. 6. Simulation model for evaluating scalability.

Fig. 7. Background traffic model: MMPP representingN background sources.

s . We choose this background traffic model
because it generally produces burstier traffic than a simple
Poisson process. Independent MMPP-generated background
traffic streams are applied to all intermediate links at average
rates ( ) of either 25 or 50 Mb/s and to each leaf link as shown
in Fig. 6. The average traffic loads on leaf links are divided
into four heterogeneous groups ( Mb/s, Mb/s,

Mb/s, Mb/s).
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 8. Scalability: Average peak signal-to-noise ratio for all receiver groups versus total number of receivers. (a) Receiver group 1 video qualityversus number
of receivers. (b) Receiver group 2 video quality versus number of receivers. (c) Receiver group 3 video quality versus number of receivers. (d) Receiver group 4
video quality versus number of receivers.

We first examine the performance of the SAMM algorithms
as the number of receivers increases. For the purposes of
comparison, we also consider an algorithm which is not
source-adaptive and transmits five layers of video at fixed
evenly distributed cumulative rates of 1, 3.25, 5.5, 7.75, and
10 Mb/s. Using an embedded zero-tree wavelet codec with a
rate controller like the one described in Section IV, each video
source encodes actual multilayered video sequences (taken
from the Academy Award-winning short animationWallace
and Grommit) and transmits them through the simulated
network shown in Fig. 6. We assume the encoder can generate
up to five video layers. When video packets arrive at receivers,
they are decoded and the resulting video quality is examined
by calculating its average peak signal-to-noise ratio.2 We vary
the total number of multicast receivers between 8 and 128 in
order to examine scalability.

Fig. 8 plots the average peak signal-to-noise ratio of the de-
coded video sequence for a selected receiver from each receiver
group as a function of the total number of receivers. Only the

2The average peak signal-to-noise ratio is a logarithmic measure of the differ-
ence between the original and received video sequences. The larger the value,
the lesser the distortion. It is calculated by observing the peak signal-to-noise
ratio for each frame and averaging across all frames in the video sequence.

video generated by one of the eight video sources is considered
when computing the average peak signal-to-noise ratio, since
each source behaves in a statistically equivalent manner. As the
figure shows, the quality of video obtained by a receiver is deter-
mined by the average amount of bandwidth available to it, just as
expected. More important from the perspective of scalability is
the fact that the signal-to-noise ratio and hence the video quality
at each receiver remains relatively constant as the number of re-
ceivers increases. Furthermore, the video quality delivered to
members of each group of receivers is consistently higher for
the SAMM algorithms than it is for the algorithm which is not
source adaptive.

Fig. 8 reconfirms the performance trade-off between the
end-to-end and network-based SAMM algorithms that we ob-
served in Section V-A. Recall that the network-based algorithm
achieves better responsiveness by using some of the available
bandwidth to transmit forward feedback packets, whereas
the end-to-end algorithm uses more available bandwidth to
transmit video but responds less quickly to congestion. This
trade-off is again observed in Fig. 8. If we compare the video
quality obtained by the end-to-end and network-based SAMM
algorithms for members of the least bandwidth-constrained
receiver groups (groups 1 and 2), we see that the feedback
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 9. Average goodput and end-to-end delay for all groups versus buffer size. (a) Network-based SAMM algorithm. (b) End-to-end SAMM algorithm. (c)
Network-based SAMM algorithm. (d) End-to-end SAMM algorithm.

overhead of the network-based SAMM algorithm results in
lower video quality for members of these groups. However,
when we examine the video quality obtained by receivers
with more highly constrained bandwidth (groups 3 and 4), we
observe that responsiveness to congestion plays a greater role in
determining the video quality. This is due to the fact that most
bandwidth-constrained receivers receive a smaller number of
video layers, and packet losses in these layers are mitigated
by fewer underlying video layers. Since the network-based
algorithm is more responsive than the end-to-end algorithm,
it results in fewer packet losses for bandwidth-constrained
receivers and therefore achieves higher video quality for
bandwidth-constrained users, even despite its greater feedback
overhead.

C. Buffer Dimensioning

SAMM algorithms require routers to implement pri-
ority-based packet discarding so that low priority packets are
preferentially dropped in case of congestion. That is, when a
router’s output queue overflows, the lowest priority packet in
the queue is discarded. Unfortunately, using priority discarding
mechanisms to support layered video causes many network

queues to remain full, or nearly full, for the entire duration of
the video session. It is therefore important to dimension these
buffers conservatively to prevent excessively long queueing
delays. At the same time, the buffers must be large enough to
minimize the discarding of important video packets.

Using the network model shown in Fig. 6, we study the impact
of router queue sizes on the video quality and end-to-end delay
of the SAMM algorithms. Video goodput is used as a metric
for video quality, and the size of each router’s output queues is
varied between 20 and 2000 cell-sized packets.

Fig. 9 plots the average goodput and end-to-end delay ob-
served by a receiver sampled from each receiver group. Al-
though all eight SAMM sources are transmitting video, only
the average video goodput from one of the sources is shown in
this figure. Clearly, the average video goodput at all receivers
increases as the size of output queues in the network increases.
This result is expected, because fewer low priority packet losses
occur when network buffers are large. More interesting, how-
ever, is the difference in the shapes of the curves for the network-
based and end-to-end SAMM algorithms. The goodput curves
for the network-based algorithm begin to flatten out earlier than
the end-to-end curves do, suggesting that the network-based al-
gorithm can achieve its best goodput with smaller router buffers.
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Fig. 10. GFC-2: Simulation model for evaluating fairness.

In both SAMM algorithms, the end-to-end delays increase
linearly with network buffer size. Moreover, receivers with
more severe bandwidth constraints (groups 3 and 4) experience
larger end-to-end delays, because queues in routers along the
paths to these receivers fill with more low priority traffic that
is ultimately discarded. The network-based algorithm exhibits
smaller end-to-end delays than the end-to-end algorithm due to
the ability of the network-based algorithm to regulate source
transmission rates according to router queue occupancies.

D. Fairness

Another important factor in the evaluation of traffic control
algorithms is their fairness. If an algorithm fails to divide band-
width equally between competing flows, then some flows may
unfairly receive better service than others. To evaluate the fair-
ness of the SAMM algorithms, we use a standard network model
known as the second general fairness configuration (GFC-2)
[32], [33]. In this model, there are 22 competing sources, 22
receivers, and seven routers, and all links serve as bottlenecks
for at least one of the 22 flows. This configuration is illustrated
in Fig. 10. All flows with the same label are bottlenecked at the
same link. All entry and exit links have propagation delays of 5
ms and link capacities of 150 Mb/s.

The allocation of bandwidth to competing video traffic
streams is said to be optimal if it ismax–min fair. At the output
port of a given router, an allocation of bandwidth is said to be
max–min fair if all active flows not bottlenecked at another
router are allocated an equal share of the available bandwidth
[34].

Table II contains the results obtained by simulating the GFC-2
model with both SAMM algorithms. In the first column, the
ideal max–min fair allocations of bandwidth are shown for each
type of flow in the GFC-2 configuration. The next two columns
list simulation results showing the rates to which a selected flow
from each flow type converges at equilibrium for the network-
based and end-to-end SAMM algorithms. The network-based
algorithm is clearly able to achieve bandwidth allocations that
are close to max–min fair, since explicit computations of the
fair share are performed in every router. On the other hand, the

TABLE II
MAX–MIN FAIR ALLOCATION AND AVERAGE VIDEO TRANSMISSION

RATES (IN Mb/s)

end-to-end algorithm cannot enforce fairness, and hence flows
with shorter round-trip times tend to consume a larger amount
of bandwidth. This results in an allocation of bandwidth that is
unfair and strongly dependent on the distance between source
and receiver.

One possible way to improve the fairness of the end-to-end
SAMM algorithm is to impose some form of per-flow sched-
uling at the routers. The simplest form of per-flow scheduling
is a round-robin algorithm, which cycles packet services be-
tween flows. This solution has greater implementation com-
plexity than the simple end-to-end SAMM algorithm, which
uses only FIFO queues at routers, but it is still less complex than
the network-based algorithm, which requires rate monitoring
and explicit rate calculation. The right-most column of Table II
lists simulation results showing the observed bandwidth alloca-
tions for the end-to-end SAMM algorithm enhanced with round-
robin scheduling. It shows that a simple round-robin sched-
uler at each router can substantially improve the fairness of the
end-to-end SAMM algorithm.

It is also important to examine how rapidly the two SAMM
algorithms converge to their equilibrium allocations. Fig. 11
shows how the transmission rate of a selected source in each
flow type converges over time when the network-based and
enhanced end-to-end SAMM algorithms are used. The net-
work-based algorithm clearly converges much more rapidly to
a max–min fair allocation than does the enhanced end-to-end
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 11. Video source rates for GFC-2 configuration. (a) Network-based. (b)
End-to-end.

algorithm. Again, this is due to the explicit rate mechanisms
built into the network-based algorithm.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have introduced the class of algorithms
known as source-adaptive multilayered multicast (SAMM)
algorithms, and we have studied their use for the multicast
distribution of video. We have proposed and investigated a
simple end-to-end SAMM algorithm for possible use in the
Internet and a more sophisticated network-based SAMM
algorithm which requires monitoring and reporting of available
bandwidth by intermediate network nodes. In both SAMM
algorithms, the source transmits several layers of video and
adjusts their rates in response to congestion feedback from the
receivers and/or the network.

We have also introduced a network architecture defining the
source, receiver, and network functions necessary to support
SAMM algorithms. The architecture mandates that routers im-
plement some form of priority packet discarding in order to sup-
port layered transmissions, as well as class-based flow isola-
tion mechanisms at routers to prevent SAMM flows from nega-
tively impacting the performance of other flows in the network.
The architecture also includes feedback mergers, which prevent
feedback implosion by consolidating the contents of feedback
packets returning to the source. Note that we have not addressed

the placement or dynamic instantiation of feedback mergers in
the network, opting instead to leave this issue for future re-
search.

Simulation results presented in this paper indicate that
SAMM algorithms are capable of producing better video
quality and network utilization than algorithms which transmit
video layers at fixed rates. Furthermore, both SAMM algo-
rithms exhibit good performance in terms of goodput, video
quality and scalability while requiring only a minor amount
of buffer allocation at routers in the network. The principle
difference between the two algorithms resides in their ability
to respond to changes in available bandwidth and the speed
with which they converge to fair allocations of bandwidth. By
introducing additional complexity into the router nodes, the
network-based algorithm is able to respond more rapidly and
fairly to congestion within the network.
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